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Seniors and Families at the Heart of Argenteuil

Transport adapté et collectif de 
la MRC d’Argenteuil Launch of 
pilot project Vendredi 50+
Evelyne Bergeron – Main Street
It is with great pleasure that the deputy warden of the MRC d’Argenteuil, Jacques 
Parent, recently announced the launch of a new weekly public transit service in the 
greater urban region of Lachute and the Grenville area. The new service, Vendredi 
50+, started on Friday, January 30, and will be in operation every Friday, for a pe-
riod of just over eight months. This is a pilot project, aimed at providing public tran-
sit between the outlying areas of the MRC and its urban centre, Lachute. The service 
was designed especially for those 50 and over, for whom the service will be free, but 
will also be available to the entire population for the modest fee of $2. 

The new service, Vendredi 50+, will make it easier for citizens of Brownsburg-
Chatham, Grenville, Grenville-sur-la-Rouge, Lachute and Saint-André-d’Argenteuil 
to get around. Several more stops will be added to those already in place across the 
territory. It is important to emphasize that this pilot project is funded in part by the 
Fonds québécois d’initiatives sociales (social initiatives fund, FQIS). 

For more information on the bus schedules and pick-up points, we invite you to 
visit www.argenteuil.qc.ca or call 450 562-5797. Flyers will also be available at town 
halls, in several businesses across the region, and at the MRC’s two historic buildings 
(the MRC building and the Lachute train station).

“The Council of the MRC d’Argenteuil is pleased to announce the introduction of this 
service, which is a direct response to a request expressed by the community, and in 
particular by our seniors, during various networking events held over the last few 
years. The lack of transit services has been mentioned repeatedly in the course of the 
2013-2017 Strategic Planning exercise, during Argenteuil Seniors’ Day discussions in 
2014, and in the ongoing process of developing a seniors and families policy for the 
MRC,” mentioned Mr. Parent. Furthermore, this pilot project follows the adoption 
of the MRC’s 2014-2018 Transit Development Plan in November 2014. Additional 
measures may be put in place in 2015 and 2016 to promote mobility across the entire 
Argenteuil territory. 

For any questions or suggestions, please contact Evelyne Bergeron at ebergeron@
argenteuil.qc.ca or by dialing 450 566-0530.  Missed the last column? Find it here: 
www.argenteuil.qc.ca

NEWS BITS FOR MARCH

Medical clinic coming to 
Morin Heights
Co-op Santé Morin Heights plans 
to open its door to the public in 
June. After many years hoping for 
a medical clinic in Morin Heights, 
Mayor Tim Watchorn announced 
on February 25 that the municipality 
has signed an agreement with the 
Co-operative de Solidarité Santé 
Globale de Saint-Adolphe, and a 5-year 
lease with building owner Michael 
Tott, Gourmet du Village, to open a 
family doctors’ office in Morin Heights. 

Renovations are already underway 
to install an elevator, create four 
doctor’s offices, a nurse’s office, and 
reception area in the 1600 sq. ft. 
area above Restaurant La Grange. A finance campaign will begin shortly to help fund the 
$200,000 project. The Municipality of Morin Heights has already committed a $10,000 grant 
and promises $20,000 a year for the next three years. Other partners involved in supporting 
the project’s launch include la Fondation médicale des Laurentides et des Pays-d’en-Haut, and 
la Caisse Desjardins de la Vallée des Pays-d’en-Haut.

Medical services will be offered only to members; opening a file will cost $50 with a $73 per 
year membership fee to access services. The volunteer committee that’s been planning the 
clinic hopes for 1200 members from the region. 

The Clinic will be modeled on, and will collaborate with, the Co-op Santé that’s been in 
operation at St-Adolphe since 2006. In addition to medical consultations, the Morin Heights 
clinic expects to offer nursing services, blood tests, vaccinations and more. Mayor Tim 
Watchorn explained that, “working together is better than trying to compete for doctors with 
the existing Co-op Santé de St-Adolphe.”

Public information sessions are planned for Friday March 13 from 7 to 10 pm, and Saturday 
March 14 from 9:30 am till 12:30 pm at Salle St-Eugene in Morin Heights, 148 Watchorn.

FCM international awards 
of excellence 
Marc Carrière of the MRC D’Argenteuil was one of the ten Canadian municipal experts 
who received a plague in recognition of his contribution to the Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities (FCM’s) international programs.

The Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) is the national voice of municipal 
government. In leading the municipal movement, FCM works to align federal and local 
priorities, recognizing that strong hometowns make for a strong Canada!

Grenville-sur-la-Rouge - 
Change of name - clarification
Incorrect information is currently circulating regarding the Municipality of Grenville-sur-la-
Rouge’s change of name. The municipal administration proposal follows the consultation held 
on the future of the Rivière Rouge corridor and, in agreement with the orientations expressed 
during the last budget, concerning the implementation of different ways to increase the 
development and prosperity of the Municipality.
Several other reasons lead us to this change, among which are the following:

1. to distinguish itself from the near-by Municipality of Grenville;
2. to have a name which represents the territory. The Rivière Rouge crosses the entire territory;
3. the  Rivière Rouge is the main touristic attraction of the Municipality;
4. the Municipality wants to revisit its graphics. Before investing at this level, we consider it 

relevant to review our name.

The procedure used to proceed to this change of name is inspired by the document published 
in March, 2010 by the Ministry of Municipal Affairs, Regions and Land Occupancy, which 
can be consulted at the following address: http://www.mamrot.gouv.qc.ca/pub/organisation_
municipale/organisation_territoriale/guidechange_nom.pdf

As for the proposed naming, we wish to specify that the Loi sur l’organisation territoriale 
municipale states that the name of a local municipality include a term preceding the place-
name which is, in our case, the word “Municipality,” and a place-name. The first letter of 
the word preceding the place-name has to be a capital letter because the name of a local 
municipality is a proper noun. Therefore the name Municipality of Grenville-sur-la-Rouge would 
become Municipality de La Rouge.

Over half a million dollars in 
financial assistance for Morin 
Heights elementary school
The MNA for Argenteuil, Yves St-Denis, 
recently announced on behalf of the Ministre 
de l’Éducation, du Loisir et du Sport, Yves 
Bolduc, that a financial aid of $573 786 has been 
awarded to the Sir Wilfrid Laurier School Board 
to help maintain its buildings in the Argenteuil 
district as well as to provide a sound learning 
environment to students. This amount will be 
allocated to Morin Heights Elementary School 
to finance the replacement of ceilings, lighting 
fixtures and the renovation of the washrooms. An envelope of 394.6 million dollars is available 
for the 2014-2015 school year under the Building Maintenance Measure. Various projects such as 
reroofing, building upgrades, door and window replacements, heating and sanitary installation 
improvements will be carried out in all school boards across the province.

Agreement with the 
Carrefour Jeunesse-Emploi 
Argenteuil
MP of Argenteuil, Yves St-Denis, is pleased to announce that the 
ministère de l”Emploi et de la Solidarité sociale has entered into 
an agreement with the Carrefour Jeunesse-Emploi d’Argenteuil. 
This agreement reflects the will of the government of Quebec to encourage greater participa-
tion in the labor market of young people under the age of 35 yrs. 

As of April 1, 2015, the partnership with the Carrefour Jeunesse-Emploi Argenteuil will be 
based on a service agreement on terms comparable to those for more than 300 other organiza-
tions working in employability in Quebec. Services funded by the ministère de l”Emploi et de 
la Solidarité sociale must be oriented towards integration in employment and, priority will 
target young recipients of financial assistance and those eligible for employment insurance.

Agreements with Carrefour Jeunesse Emploi represent a total investment of $45.5 million for youth.

Mont Tremblant
The city center and La 
Samaritaine now connected
The City Council is pleased to announce a new pilot project - a minibus 
service that will connect the city center (from the church parking lot 
near the Saint-Jovite Jasey-Jay Park) and La Samaritaine (the non-profit 
organization located at 120, chemin de Brébeuf), on Tuesdays between 
12:30 pm and 3:30 pm, with nine departures per day. The pilot project will run from February 
24 until December 15, but please be advised that there will be interrupted services on specific 
dates and holidays.

The cost per ticket is $1 and all Tranis Mont-Tremblant cards (TCMT) are accepted.
“…The Board is pleased to offer this solution that will allow people who do not have a car to 
get to La Samaritaine without walking,” said Mayor Luc Brisebois.

For information on this new service or Transit Mont-Tremblant, contact Isabelle Normandeau 
at 819 425-8614, ext. 2609 or email inormandeau@villedemont-tremblant.qc.ca. 

Photo: Mr. Jérôme Dionne, Mrs. Stephanie Vucko, Mr. 
Peter MacLaurin, Mrs. Jennifer Maccarone, Mr. Yves 
St-Denis, Mr. Thimothy Watchorn, Mr. Christian St-
Pierre and Mr. Ryan Whitehouse

Morin Heights Mayor Tim Watchorn and St-Adolphe Mayor Lisette 
Lapointe join with others involved in the launch of Co-op Santé 
Morin Heights at a February 25 press conference.
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I’m Just Saying

Hook, line & 
sucker
Ron Golfman - Main Street

Healthy Channels

Cold and flu 
season strikes 
again!
Christopher Garbrecht, Ac. – Main Street

Wow! I thought last year was bad for colds 
and the flu, but this year has been even 
worse. I have seen many sick patients this 
winter, and it is not the severity of the 
symptoms that has been the problem; it’s 
been the lengthy duration. Several people 
have come to see me this winter unable to 
completely rid themselves of their coughs, 
running noses or the need to clear their 
throats; symptoms that have lasted three 
weeks or more! They’ve tried all sorts of 
home-remedies, tinctures, drops, etc. and 
nothing worked. 

There can be any number of reasons to explain why a person’s cold doesn’t go away quick-
ly. Perhaps the bacteria and viruses are stronger than normal this year. Often, a particular 
person’s immune system has been weakened excessively due to stress, over-work, or, too 
much holiday cheer. This winter, the cold temperatures have placed a severe stress on our 
immune systems (particularly the lungs), which makes it that much harder to recuperate. 

Generally, after 1 to 3 treatments of acupuncture, the symptoms are gone with these types 
of patients. Acupuncture often works quite miraculously towards the end of a cold, when 
the body is too weak to completely heal itself. The immune system is an incredible system 
of protection for the body against all sorts of foreign pathogens but, sometimes, it just 
needs a friendly nudge in the right direction so that it works at its optimum potential. 
Acupuncture works to boost the immune system safely, as well as the general energy of 
the body, so that it gains that extra little bit of power to get rid of all cold or flu symptoms 
finally. There are no side-effects, except for an extremely calm feeling after the treatments, 
and often better sleep and energy. So, the next time you have trouble getting rid of that 
nagging cold, think about acupuncture and give it a try.

Looking out the window at the snow falling, it is hard to believe that spring will soon be 
here, and I would like to remind my friendly readers about the importance of spring tune-
ups with acupuncture. After an especially hard winter this year, it is important to make 
sure that our bodies are able to work at their full capacities as the temperatures rise and 
we become more active. Spring tune-ups are for anyone and everyone, but are particularly 
important for people who tend to get depressed, or who are less active during the winter, 
or who often get sick between seasons as the temperatures fluctuate. 1 or 2 treatments can 
make a big difference in a person’s mood, energy, and general health.

If you have any questions about acupuncture, or would like to schedule an appointment in 
Val-David or St. Jovite, you can call me at: 819 322-3081. You can also check out my blog 
at: acupuncturevaldavid.blogspot.ca

As a rule, when we used to 
see an unfamiliar number 

on our call display, we often assumed it was the bank, a bill 
collector or someone looking for a charitable donation. While 
those days may not be completely gone, our communication 
devices have now become the vehicles for the invasion of the 
money snatchers. Scam artists, who have developed their craft 
and product lines to include many of our wants and needs, 
make us even more apt to be vulnerable and gullible.

If I counted the times that I have won a cruise to the Caribbean 
in the last year, the 800 number should be placed on my 
speed dial. I’ve gone from asking the person, on the other 
end, numerous redundant questions to hanging up, only to get another call a few days 
later. Yesterday, I asked the scammer whether the prince, who needed $1,500.00 to free-up 
millions, of which I would get a percentage, was going on the same trip. Needless to say, 
humour was lost on the other end of the receiver.

Of late, there is a new con artist circulating on my computer, one that pushes the lure just 
that much further, to prey on loneliness. I’ve received “friend” requests from lovely young 
women, mostly from France, who send intriguing photos, which show off the allure but 
remain appropriate. While I have not clicked to accept them as friends, I have two buddies, 
with warped curiosity and humour, who have. 

After initial flirtatious banter, and even the bravado of using Skype, the inevitable sad story 
of “just needing $300 to $750 to help an ailing aunt, or rescue from a foreign land where 
her debit and credit cards don’t work,” rears its predictable head. An ex-cop friend has told 
me that the most susceptible men to this fraud are doctors; people so busy and money-flush 
that a social life escapes them, making them prime targets. 

Once upon a time, it was legitimate for people to seek out pen pals, remember that? Be it 
prisoners, or people working in remote and desolate countries, it all seemed so innocent and 
human to seek out written companionship and conversation. Now, when legitimate folks 
from the diabetes or heart foundations call, I end up asking them more questions than they 
ask me prior to making any commitment. It saddens me to insist upon that much scrutiny 
before giving.

I have come to think of these people as modern day vampires, sucking the life and 
livelihood out of poor, lonely and often naive people, who long for companionship, or a 
chance to live out a dream beyond their reach. While not quite there yet, I am getting close 
to being suspicious enough to pull on Santa’s beard testing for authenticity. I fear what will 
come next; shape shifters who present themselves as people you thought you knew? 

So, and I’m just saying, don’t be surprised, if the next time we go for a beer, you hear me 
ask, “I’ll need to see some ID”.

It is alleged by some witnessing and retired military officials, after long and respectable 
careers, that the alien craft was dismantled in order to understand how it was constructed; 
it was kept secret to prevent public hysteria. The slides would support the reports that there 
were some casualties.

That there was a huge technological advance, globally, in 1947 is very real. Col. William 
Corso, in his book-The Day After Roswell- introduced us to the concept of reverse-engineer-
ing. He claimed that he handled files directing parts of the alien craft to different engineer-
ing firms across the US, including the Motorola Company and Bell Laboratories.

Motorola has repeatedly denied that William Shockley, the inventor of the transistor, a 
key component in computer operations, was influenced by extra-terrestrial technology, but 
rather stated that its discovery, later the same year, was simply a happy coincidence. They 
do admit that, prior to his amazing discovery, there was not a single paper by any author 
worldwide that described either the transistor or the materials used to make one, nor how it 
was constructed, or what it was supposed to do, or even how he knew that silicon was the 
essential material that it proved to be. Shockley claimed he had research, dating back to a 
1939 lab notebook, but this pre—research has never been seen or published.

The process of disinformation from Roswell has done a huge disservice to people world-
wide. According to researchers, Don Schmitt and Tom Kerry, there were over 90 witnesses 
to the Roswell incident that have come forward to record their involvement. Since that time, 
the public has witnessed so many other UFO craft sightings worldwide, even by astronauts, 
that there are numerous websites today, dedicated to analyzing and weeding out hoaxed or 
fabricated videos or pictures, and these sites later post the best visuals of the month. 

Kodachrome, a documentary by Nigel Watson, will be presented to the public, along with 
the contents of the two slides and their respective close-encounter implications, in Mexico 
City on May 5, 2015. Next big event: Full Contact. Are you ready?

When I think back, on all the crap I learned in high school, it’s a wonder
I can think at all… Paul Simon, Kodachrome 

The Roswell UFO Incident, also known simply as Roswell, was reported by the Roswell 
Army Air Field (RAAF) public information officer Walter Haut. The press was informed in 
July 1947 that an object, described as an extra-terrestrial spacecraft or a “flying disk”, had 
been recovered after crashing near Roswell, New Mexico. The report ignited wild media 
coverage. Later, the recovered debris was displayed as parts of a weather balloon. Within 
weeks there was complete denial by the military officials of Roswell and the incident was 
ignored for years, until witnesses began to retire and share their stories. Since the late 
1970s, the incident has been the subject of intense controversy and several conspiracy 
theories as to the true nature of the object that crashed.

In 1978, physicist and UFO investigator Stanton T. Friedman, interviewed Major Jesse Mar-
cel who was involved with the original recovery of the debris in 1947. Marcel expressed his 
belief that the military had covered up the recovery of an alien spacecraft. His story spread 
through UFO circles, and was featured in some UFO documentaries at the time. This set the 
stage for a number of hoaxes, such as the faked alien autopsy, which attempted to discredit 
any actual information made public.

Now, some 68 years after the incident, 2 Kodachrome slides have surfaced, and were se-
cretly delivered into the hands of Nigel Watson, a British UFOlogist and author of a number 
of books, including the recent UFO Investigations Manual. In a collection of over 400 slides, 
all dated from the mid-to-late 1940’s, among them slides of famous golfers, singers like Bing 
Crosby, and even General Eisenhower, were 2 slides showing a small body in a glass case 
with a very large head.

The slides were the property of Hilda Blair Ray and her husband Bernard, and the two 
significant slides were stored separately from the others, in a hidden area of the storage 
unit. The Rays were childless, and spent a great deal of time travelling and appeared well-
connected by the nature of their slide collection. Mrs. Ray was an attorney and amateur 
pilot; her husband was an oil company geologist and, at one time, President of the West 
Texas Geological Society. That they may have been present during the Roswell incident is 
a possibility- just as there is extenuating evidence indicating some kind of crash in 1947. 

Zach Factor

Kodachrome 
Disclosure CE2
Lys Chisholm & Marcus Nerenberg - 
Main Street 

PHOTO: RAAF Captures Flying Saucer on Ranch in Roswell Region
Roswell Daily Record, Tuesday, July 8, 1947.










